Abstract. While microblog is developing rapidly in China, microblog messages are also flooded with a large amount of repetitive information. Simhash algorithm has better precision and efficiency in the existing algorithms of similarity computation. In this paper, according to the actual scene of microblog, the deep optimization of traditional simhash is proposed through the segmentation optimization algorithm (Combined-Analyzer) and weight optimization algorithm (FFBOT-FID). To a certain extent, Combined-Analyzer solved the problem which real scene existed the massive internet words in microblog's short text and FFBOT-FID helped us solve the problem of calculating weight which was caused by short text and timeliness. The experimental results use in microblog de-duplication and show that the optimization has a higher precision and recall rate than the traditional segmentation algorithm.
Introduction
With the spread of social network data, there are a lot of fraud, gambling, pornography, investment, pyramid schemes and other illegal messages in microblog. It not only affects the user experience, but also has a certain impact on social security. In addition, it will bring complicated detecting work for the operation of social networking sites. Therefore, the in-depth study has been carried out by many domestic and abroad scholars and researchers.
Many studies are based on machine learning, using the sample data to construct a reasonable classifier to classify garbage text. Chu [1] proved that the vast majority garbage data are published by automatic machine. Yang [2] studied the strategy of garbage maker and check the junk accounts by using machine learning. One of the methods is based on the comparison of different String (based on syntax). In 1994, the SIF system [3] was proposed. It makes it possible to look for similar files in a large file system. Although it is not related to the relevant technology of the text de-duplication, the idea of "information approximate fingerprint" has been proposed firstly and has been applied by the current de-duplication algorithm, For example, KOALA system [4] and "Shingling" system proposed by Border et al. [5] .
Although a lot of research work has been done, the traditional simhash algorithm is still used in the study of Chinese short text. However, due to the short text of the social network has three characteristics [6] (massive, short and timeliness) such as microblog, the traditional algorithm is unsuited.
In view of this, according to the characteristics and actual environment of microblog text, the paper proposed Combined-Analyzer algorithm and FFBOT-FID algorithm. They were optimized for the word segmentation and weight calculation, so that the percision of the simhash algorithm has been effectively improved. The algorithms are efficient and has high accuracy in the field of the big data de-duplication.
Related Work

TF-IDF
TF-IDF [7, 8] 
K-Shingle
A contiguous subsequence contained in D is called a shingle [9, 10] . Given a document D, we can associate to it, its w-shingling defined as the bag (multiset) of all shingles of size w contained in D. So for instance the 4-shingling of(a,rose,is,a,rose,is,a,rose) is the bag{(a,rose,is,a); (rose,is,a,rose); (is,a,rose,is);(a,rose,is,a); (rose,is,a,rose)}. There are now two ways to proceed. Option A keeps more information about the document; option B is more efficient.
Option A: By labelling each element of a w-shingling with its occurrence number we obtain its labelled w-shingling. Option A is to define S(D; w) as this set. Continuing the example above this would be the set{(a,rose,is,a,1); (rose,is,a,rose,1); (is,a,rose,is,1);(a,rose,is,a,2); (rose,is,a,rose,2)}.
Option B: This is to take S(D; w) to be the set of shingles in D. For the example above this is the set {(a,rose,is,a); (rose,is,a,rose); (is,a,rose,is)}.Once we fixed a shingle size and one of the options above, the resemblance r of two documents A and B is defined as Hence the resemblance is some number between 0 and 1, and r(A; A) = 1, in another words A resembles itself 100%, for any size. Similarly, the containment is some number between 0 and 1 and if A is a contiguous subsequence of B then c(A; B) = 1. Furthermore, computing the resemblance and the containment boils down to evaluating the relative size of set intersections.
Optimization Algorithm
Combined-Analyzer
In the traditional word segmentation algorithm, Ikanalyzer is often used. However, there are some problems when it is used simhash. The effect is not very good. The traditional word segmentation cannot deal with the special words such as internet words. It will cause that some similar text is not correctly identified, when the number of word segmentations is small.
When the text is very short, the number of word segmentation is small. The weight of each word segmentation will be relatively high. Therefore, the similar text will not be found if the special words cannot be correctly identified.
Because of the above analysis, this paper optimizes the word segmentation function. The new segmentation algorithm Combined-Analyzer is proposed for solving the above problem.
(2) Algorithm The Combined-Analyzer is based on the combination of the Ikanalyzer and k-shingle. k-shingle algorithm can reduce the influence of special characters when the word segmentation is small. However, there is no semantic features on the character segmentation method. We adopt Ikanalyzer to replace the only character segmentation in Combined-Analyzer. Meanwhile, we make Combined-Analyzer not only have the advantages of k-shingle algorithm, but also be more accurate than k-shingle.
The specific steps of Combined-Analyzer are as follows:
1) The first word segmentation uses Ikanalyzer. We gain the first result set of word segmentation.
2) The element is combined with the near elements in the first result set. After the above step, we can get the second result set. As shown in figure 1 , the testing text is through the first-level word segmentation. Then the first result set ‫ܮ‬ ଵ is gained. ‫ݐ‬ ଵ , ‫ݐ‬ ଶ … , ‫ݐ‬ is the word segmentation.
The second-level word segmentation uses the first-level results. The second-level result set ‫ܮ‬ ଶ is gained that the second-level element will be combined with the near element in the first result set ‫ܮ‬ ଵ . ܵ݁݃ ଵ , ܵ݁݃ ଶ … ܵ݁݃ is the combined fragments of word segmentations.
In this paper, Combined-Analyzer algorithm is compared with the traditional word segmentation algorithm, the percision and recall rate has been significantly improved.
FFBOT-FID (1) Problem description
After separating the words, we should calculate the word weight. On the traditional condition, we use the algorithm of TF-IDF. However, there are three problems in dealing with microblog content:
1) It shows strongly timeliness on the microblog content. Some separated words appear constantly in a certain period, we should meditate to increase their weights.
2) The microblog content is shorter relatively than the other internet information, the probability of single separated word appears much lowly in the short text.
3) The traditional method of calculating weight only depends on the frequency of words in the text, which may cause the decline of the precision. Combining with the problems above, we optimize the feature weighting algorithm, and present the algorithm called Feature Frequency Based on Time-Feature in documents, which is FFBOT-FID.
(2) Algorithm We introduce FFBOT-FID through a period of time to divide into pieces. Meanwhile, we use different periods of time as weights. According to weights of period of time, we can enhance the microblog timeliness. Then we can improve the accuracy due to the short text.
FFBOT-FID contains 2 concepts: 1) Period of time weights The Period of time weights as:
We use n=3, as it is shown by figure 4. It uses 2 days as a period of time, so the weights are ߱ ଵ , ߱ ଶ , ߱ ଷ . Through the above algorithm, we can get the weights based on a period of time.
3) Time punish function The above algorithm in common condition can get good results through processing microblog text. However, considering the special condition, there are two problems:
Due to the short text, the number of characters is small. Hence, in the condition, the probability of words repeatedly in the text in short scene is smaller than long text. It can lead the frequency of segment can get little influence in processing.
At sometimes, some segment words will get higher frequency in microblog. It will lead the weights be bigger, so it will decrease the accuracy.
Hence, we consider the above scenes, computing with punish function ݂ to process frequency of segments, the formula shows as:
‫݃݁ݏ‪ሺ‬ܪ‬ 
Experiment Dataset
According to the crawling interface provided by sina, the microblog content is from August 2015 to October 2015.By the extraction of data respectively, it gets three groups of datasets as follows.
(1) Group1: We extract 9 million random microblog content from the dataset in August 2015, meanwhile, and we simulate 1million similar text, there is 10 million blog content as the test dataset.
(2) Group2: We extract 9 million random microblog content from the dataset in September 2015, meanwhile, and we simulate 1 million similar text, there is 10 million microblog content as the test dataset.
(3) Group3: We extract 9 million random microblog content from the dataset in October 2015, meanwhile, and we simulate 1 million similar text, there is 10 million microblog content as the test dataset of this experiment.
Evaluation
We adopt precision and recall rate as the evaluation in our experiments.
The precision shows as:
P is the precision, TP is the correct number of samples, FP is the incorrect number of samples. The recall rate shows as:
R is the recall rate, TP is the correct number of samples, FN is the number of samples which have not be detected.
Details and Analysis
(1) FFBOT-FID and TF-IDF We do our experiments by executing the tests based on our three groups of datasets, each of which is comprised of 10 million microblog text, meanwhile, there are 1 million similar samples in test dataset.
In the formula 5, the punish function is ݂ = ‫ݔ‬ భ , n=3. To calculate the feature weight, the TF-IDF algorithm is adopted by traditional Simhash. Using FFBOT-FID algorithm to replace the TF-IDF algorithm, the paper presents the comparison with the precision and recall rate of the experimental result. FFBOT-FID is based time punish function. The figure is shown as:
According to the figure 3 and figure 4 , the result of the experiments shows that the precision and the recall rate of FFBOT-FID is higher than TF-IDF. At the same time, we try to use different parameters to experiment.
We set the parameters ߱ ଵ = 10%, ߱ ଶ = 20%, ߱ ଷ = 70%. From the diagram, in the detection expressed by the similarity of blog content, FFBOT-FID Algorithm shows more advanced about the precision and recall rate than TF-IDF Algorithm.
By adjusting the parameters, we test our model, the results are show by figure5 and figure 6: Parameter1:߱ ଵ = 10%, ߱ ଶ = 20%, ߱ ଷ = 70%. Parameter2:߱ ଵ = 5%, ߱ ଶ = 10%, ߱ ଷ = 85%. Parameter3:߱ ଵ = 2.5%, ߱ ଶ = 5%, ߱ ଷ = 92.5%. From the diagram, the parameter2 shows better precision than the others. Nonetheless, on the recall rate, the 1st group get better.
(2) Combined-Analyzer and K-shingle Using three groups of datasets above, we use the simhash algorithm and FFBOT-FID algorithm as baseline, the comparative result between the Combined-Analyzer algorithm with traditional k-shingle algorithm shows as figure 7 .
The group adopts the parameter one, let k equals to 3. The outcome shows that the promotion of the precision and recall rate is obvious. Combined-Analyzer algorithm is proved to have better effect.
(2) Combined-Analyzer and K-shingle (3) Analysis In this paper, Combined-Analyzer and FFBOT-FID algorithm are proposed. The result of the experiment shows that the algorithms of this paper is better than traditional algorithms in the area of short text de-duplication of microblog. According to the scene of the microblog, the problem of special words is solved by Combined-Analyzer to a certain extent. At the same time, because of timeliness of the microblog, FFBOT-FID is thought to be a good method of calculating weight and has a better result of experiment than TF-IDF.
We do the experiment on Combined-Analyzer and FFBOT-FID for calculating the precision and recall rate. The experiment accomplishes three tests. The precision and recall rate show as follows in figure 9 and figure 10 .
The expectation shows as:
(11) E(X) is the expectation, k is the test number, p is the probability, x is the precision or recall rate. The expectation of precision shows as: ‫ܧ‬ሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ = 1 3 * ሺ86.6 + 87.19 + 84.17ሻ = 85.98
The expectation of recall rate shows as: ‫ܧ‬ሺ‫ݔ‬ሻ = 1 3 * ሺ39.89 + 37.4 + 38.03ሻ = 38.44
Above all, we introduce the algorithm of FFBOT-FID and Combined-Analyzer. We through experiments identify them get nicer effect, especially on the microblog de-duplicated problem. It has obtained higher precision and recall rate.
Conclusion
We combine with the scene of massive microblogs in processing with de-duplicated. Meanwhile, we should solve the problem that we should pay attention to take measures to process the special characters, timeliness and short text. In this paper, we use simhash algorithm as the baseline, meanwhile, we consider the execution details which can influence our results to optimize. Through repeated experiments, we propose FFBOT-FID algorithm and Combined-Analyzer algorithm. We use Combined-Analyzer to process our real scene to tackle the problem which is the massive internet words in microblogs. FFBOT-FID help us solve the problem of calculating weights which are caused by short text and timeliness. Through our experiments, we show that FFBOT-FID algorithm and Combined-Analyzer algorithm optimize simhash in the area of microblog. As the results, we gain the higher accuracy and recall rate than traditional algorithms.
